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Professional Summary  
 Highly skilled hands-on technical IT Security professional, with experience with making portable 

versions of attack/penetration tools, custom scripted scanning applications and automation. 
 Certified Penetration Testing Specialist (CPTS), Web Application Penetration Test (WAPT), ACC 

Archer Certified Consultant  
 Experience working with many teams and external clients to perform full Vulnerability Assessments 

and Penetration Testing for companies of varying size.   
 Hands on experience with creating portable versions for security apps for windows W3AF, 

Metasploit  and custom meterpreter scripts, Nessus, routing/CARP with software and hardware 
with UNIX based firewalls, SQL/PHP debug dynamic scripts, Advanced Apache Proftpd PHP MySQL 
and CPanel scripts, Webhosting/Consulting.   

 Experience also includes security applications Snort/Snortsam IDP, MITM attacks, ISR-evilgrade and 
Ettercap filters, and hijacking update services for applications running on MacOS and Windows. 

 Performed and developed Mobile security applications testing for IOS/Android devices using web 
proxies and Reverse Engineering Framework tools like lobotomy. 

 Knowledgeable in web application vulnerability tools and techniques. 
 Worked with a team to audit DMZ for Energy Company SCADA Systems to identify potential 

segmentation gaps.   
 Worked with a team to setup VoIP system to automate Wardialing using WarVOX to identify 

potential telephony targets with consoles 
 

Professional Experience 
 
SunTrust, Atlanta, GA (November 2016  to Present) 
Manager Vulnerability Analysis and Response/Red Team 
 

 Improve Vulnerability Analysis and Response (VAR) Methodology to support timely and accurate 
depiction of an attacker’s perspective, adequately identify high-risk vulnerabilities 

 Manage Red Team that performs Threat Emulation exercises to provide a story to executive 
management of a real attack. 

 
KPMG, Atlanta, GA (June 2010 to September 2016) 
Cyber Risk Specialist 
 
Aligned with KMPG’s new cyber initiative. Securing information while delivering uninterrupted access to 
prioritized data allows companies to thrive in their business environment. Develop customized strategies to 
identify critical issues and vulnerabilities that could lead to reputational harm or disrupt business 
processes. 
 

 Helping maintaining global Atlanta based Cyber security lab. 
 Working with VMware ESX and Openstack to provide different testing environments and high 

availability for testers. 
 Implementing Asset management, Security information management (SIM) and Ticket system to 

track lab usage and automate lab support. 
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KPMG, Atlanta, GA (June 2010 to Present) 
Associate Advisory, Information Protection and Business Resilience (IPBR) 
 
Work with in the Southeast Information Protection and Business Resilience practice which is a division of 
Risk and Compliance group within Advisory Services. Responsibilities include: business and IT operational 
assessments, IT security risk and control assessments, Risk recommendations, Identity & Access 
Management, current state assessment, gap analysis, and roadmaps. 
 
Security Assessments responsibilities include: 

 Perform Physical Site Reviews to identify common security gaps in remote applications/services. 

 Conduct third party or internal risk assessments on applications. 

 Work with number of teams and companies to perform full Vulnerability Assessments and 
Penetration Test on external and internal sites. 

 Work with a team in Security Assessment for a consumer credit union company. 

 Responsible for onsite Intrusion detection evasion, Vulnerability and Penetration testing. 

 Provide an assessment team with initial internet information gathering and intelligence to build a 
target list of servers and services. 

 Work with a team to audit DMZ for Energy Company SCADA Systems to identify potential 
segmentation gaps. 

 Work with a team to setup VoIP system to automate Wardialing using WarVOX to identify potential 
telephony targets with consoles. 

 Perform security Vulnerability Assessments and Penetration Testing for array of different size 
businesses. 

 Create portable versions for security apps for windows W3AF, Metasploit 3 and custom 
meterpreter scripts, Nessus, routing/CARP with software and hardware with UNIX based firewalls, 
SQL/PHP debug dynamic scripts, Advanced Apache Proftpd PHP MySQL and CPanel scripts, 
Webhosting/Consulting. 

 Compile security applications to work with mobile devices on the Android environment. 

 Knowledgeable in web application vulnerability tools and techniques. 

 Provide Snort/Snortsam IDP with emerging threats and custom signatures for detecting vulnerable 
traffic. 

 Create unique MITM attacks leveraging ISR-evilgrade and ettercap filters and hijacking update 
services for applications running on MacOS and Windows. 

 Used advanced OCLHashcat scripting tattack weak encrypting algorithms using Graphics processing 
unit (GPU).Tested Web applicants using custom Burpsuite scripts, Acunetix,AppScan and HP 
WebInspect 

 Performed Wireless testing with Aircrack-ng, wireshark, Scapy, Snort with custom scripting to 
automate complex attack scenarios. 

 Developed internal lab security program using open source tools for Asset Management, 
Vulnerability management, Monitoring security/availability. 

 Developed Post Exploit and incident response scripts to quickly identify sensitive data or Indicators 
of compromise (IOC). 

 Performed Malware Analysis using Yara scripts, Buster Sandbox Analyzer, and Malware Analyzer 
3.3 along with custom scripts and tools to quickly identify root causes of the security breach. 

 
NRI Construction Inc., Atlanta, GA (July 2008 to June 2010)  
Support Monitor 
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 Assistant to the director of networking.  
 Monitoring using Zenoss/Nagios SNMP traps.  
 NIDS with Snort/Nessus using Packetfence.  
 Manage network, installs, and support. 
 Secure network and set up security measures. 
 Used DameWare NT Utilities and other custom remote scripts to automate deployment and asset 

management. 
 Managed High Availability OpenBSD UNIX firewalls. 
 Managed Zimbra Email server with custom scripting/filters and alerts. 
 Used VMware Thinapp and custom Windows scripting to create portable Windows applications for 

automated/containerized environments. 
 Managed VMware ESX environment and servers using custom Linux scripting to automate backups. 

 
Adtech.net, Alpharetta, GA (February 2005 to July 2008)  
Support Monitor 
 

 Developed Optical character recognition (OCR) and scripts for satellite images for weather.com 
automating 75% of my job. 

 Support satellite ISP using custom alert scripts for retail and military internet access. Tracked usage 
and responded to traffic anomalies relating to security and availability.  

 Combined multiple paid monitoring platforms and over 4 screens of dashboard data from 
nationwide VPN network into a single dashboard using complex Nagios scripts and configurations. 

 
Dinix.com, Duluth, Georgia (October 2004 to February 2005)  
Tech Support 
 

 2nd shift tech support for web host provider. Wrote back end check scripts for Cpanel.  
 Debugged PHP/MySQL Scripts. 

 
Networking/Systems Consulting, Atlanta, GA (December 2002 to September 2004  
Computer Tech 
 

 Performed webhosting consulting for CPanel users. Designed web sites, and did freelance web site.  
 Worked as on site tech for small networks. 

 
DoveBid.com, Inc., Alpharetta, GA (July 1999 to January 2001)  
Computer Tech/Warehouse 
 

 Provided excellent customer support.  
 Trained new computer technicians.   
 Supplied software/utilities.  
 Worked closely with vendors.  

 
Best Buy Service, Suwanee, GA (July 1999 to January 2001) 
Computer Tech/Warehouse 
 

 Provided excellent customer service.  
 Dealt with vendors.  
 Repaired customer computers.   
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Education and Certifications 
Lanier Tech College, GA (May 2001 to January 2002)  
Networking Specialist Diploma 
 
Gwinnett Tech, Gwinnett, GA (June 2002 to October 2002)  
Networking Specialist Diploma 
 
Certified Penetration Testing Specialist (CPTS) 
Web Application Penetration Test (WAPT) iacertification.org 
ACC Archer Certified Consultant 
 

Affiliations 
Southeast Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition (SECCDC) Red Team/Yellow Team Member  
Security Conference Speaker at Phreaknic Nashville, Atlanta Linux Enthusiasts, Local Atlanta Defcon 
dc404.kaos.to, AUUG.org and outerz0ne.org 
AITP Atlanta Association of Information Technology Professionals 
ISACA (formerly known as Information Systems Audit and Control Association) 


